
DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut out all the pieces: 
2 outside bag fabric
2 lining fabric
2 main bag interfacing

2. Fuse the interfacing to the corresponding pieces, using a press cloth (or any piece of non-essential fabric) between the interfacing and 
your iron. This will protect your iron from the glue on the interfacing.

3. Match the outside bag pieces right sides together (RST). Match the lining pieces RST. Stitch the bottom seam of each (leaving a 5” gap in 
the lining seam, for turning later). Press the seams open.

4. EAR CONSTRUCTION
a. Center the small ear pieces over the larger ear pieces and stitch around the smaller shape with a decorative stitch.
b. Match the ear pieces RST and stitch with a 1/4” seam allowance, leaving the straight bottom open.
c. Clip around the curves and turn the ears right side out. Press.

5. FLAP CONSTRUCTION
a. Embroider face and buttons of your kitty to the flap piece without interfacing.
b. Attach the smaller side of the magnetic snap to the remaining flap piece (with interfacing)
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MATERIALS:
½ yard bag fabric
¼ yard lining fabric
½ yard fusible interfacing (medium weight)
1 magnetic snap
thread to match
embroidery thread
3 buttons

**Note about fabric yardages: the yardages quoted above are general amounts for you if you would like to go to the store and 
have a specific fabric cut. This pattern is great for using up scraps of fabric leftover from other projects, or remnants from the end of bolts.**

• 5/8” seam allowance is included. 
• Use a 1/4” seam allowance for the ear pieces.

TOOLS:
sewing machine
pinking shears
fabric scissors
iron
press cloth

2 outside fabric flaps
1 flap interfacing

4 large ear pieces
2 small ear pieces (cut with pinking shears)

c.  Attach the ears to the flap: Measure 7/8” from each edge of the flap and mark. Position the ears on the flap, matching straight edges 
and keeping within the marks. Baste in place.
d. Sew the two flap pieces RST, leaving the straight edge open
e. Clip around the curve of the flap, snipping just to the edge of the stitching. (Be careful not to cut the stitches.)
f. Turn the flap right side out and press. If you would like to top stitch around the flap, do so now. (1/4” seam allowance, long stitch)

6. Stitch the side seams of the bag and lining. Press these open also.

7. Stitch the corners of the bag: open up the bag and pair the side seam to the bottom seam, aligning straight edges. Stitch the corners of the 
lining the same way.

8. Turn the bag right side out.

9. ATTACH THE FLAP
Align the straight edge of the flap to the straight edge of the bag, with the front of the flap touching the back of the bag. Pin it this way 
first and carefully test closing the bag, to see if you have it right. Baste the flap to the back of the bag with a 1/2” seam allowance.

10. Slip the lining over the bag RST. Match the side seams and pin the top edge. Stitch.

11. Okay, now the fun part – push the bag through the opening in the lining. The lining will turn right side out as you work with it. Let the lining 
fall inside the bag.

12. Press the final seam – you may have to do this more than once. It's a bit fiddly, but worth taking the time to do right.

13. Fold over the flap and mark the placement of the other piece of the snap. Insert the snap, being careful only to snip through the bag fabric 
and not the lining.

14. Slipstitch the opening in the lining closed.
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Finished bags
You can give your kitty 
different expressions by 
changing the placement 
of the eyes and nose
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